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Hello to August, to less forage in some areas, and to you all
As we enter the fourth week of July in a heatwave, it’s
difficult to predict what the coming month holds for us
and our beekeeping. Many of us have experienced
strong nectar flows recently which will go some way to
restoring the lost time of a cold spring and wet early
summer. Others may find that colonies have built up
too late to take real advantage of the summer forage
with the bees consuming much of what they collect.
Although the end of July is often regarded as the end of
the season in this part of the country, some of you will
be holding on to the hope that there will be something
for the bees in late summer in your area.
But traditionally, early August is the time to remove
supers and harvest honey, and then return empty
supers to the hive for cleaning for 4-7 days – unless you
store your supers ‘wet’; nothing wrong with that! If
there is still a flow, leave a super with partially filled
frames above the brood box; and if you are left with
partially filled frames and there is no flow, then place
these under the brood box (‘nadiring’) for the bees to
empty and store in the brood box over the coming
weeks or months. To deter wasps, reduce entrances to
the smallest aperture before wasps become a pest.
It is essential that the level of mites in your colonies is
very low by late summer. The population of the colony
is falling and the bees which are raised from now
increasingly become the ‘winter bees’ – those which
will see the colony through to next spring. Theses bees
need to be healthy to ensure the colony is strong when
it comes out of winter. Ensure that you can be
confident that your method of monitoring gives a true
description of the state of the mite population in your
hives. If you are going to treat with miticides, the
choice at this time is usually thymol (eg Apiguard) or

amitraz (eg Apivar). Although these products cannot be
applied when honey supers are on, it is important that
the treatment is started as early as possible.
Inside the hive, the colony is starting to contract, the
queen’s laying rate slows, and soon there will be no
more drone brood.
Right now, the bees are foraging on Clematis vitalba
(Old man’s beard), hebe, buddleia, and Michaelmas
daisy. In some areas there might yet be ivy, rosebay
willow herb, and golden rod. And many more.
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From our chairman
John Chapman, our chairman, speaks to the members
each month, sometimes about the Association,
sometimes about the bees. Today he tells us a little
about the recent Kent Fayre and his routines and
experience for extracting honey.

Our kitchen is a long
narrow structure. At
the end is the pile of
supers, then the
uncapping tray, then
the extractor, and
then the pile of
extracted supers
ready to go back to the garage.

WHATSTHEBUZZ How was the weekend event – The
Kent County Summer Fayre?
John Chapman It went pretty well, though it was a very
much smaller thing than the original County Show
would have been.

WTB And do you get propolis on your hands?
JC Absolutely, and on the floor if we’re not careful. I
put down an old dust sheet underneath the extractor.
Propolis seems to fall off as soon as you start to move
things.

WTB Wasn’t Saturday very wet?
JC It was! But there was a lot of interest in the Fayre.
All four of the beekeeping associations in Kent, that’s
Kent, Dover, Thanet and Medway, got together to put
on a corporate display for the show.

WTB And do you leave your extractor gate open when
you’re extracting?

We had a plant stall, something on pollinators, and a
demonstration call ‘From hive to jar’. The Bumble Bee
Conservation Trust were there too, which increases the
size of the ‘bees’ presence.

JC No, I keep the gate closed and allow the reservoir to
build up. Then I have to raise the extractor on to a
couple of supers to get the honey ripener* (see below)
underneath.

WTB Let’s talk about honey extracting now. First of all,
clearing the bees. Do you do it in advance or do you
just brush them off on the day?

I allow the honey to drain through the coarse sieve and
bucket it up and put it aside. When I come to bottle it, I
sieve it more carefully and put it into jars.

JC No, we do that in advance with Porter escapes.

WTB Because you’re using a coarse sieve only at this
stage, I presume it won’t matter if the honey is lower
temperature and quite viscous?

WTB Do they work all the time for you?
JC No, they don’t all the time. We always take an
empty super so that if necessary we can brush any
bees off the individual frames. Generally speaking, if
they’ve got enough room below the clearer aboard,
then you’ve got a good chance of those Porter escapes
working.

JC Usually it’s fine. Sometimes I have to put it straight
into a bucket, not through any sieve at all, because it
looks as if it is going to solidify in the extractor! That
can happen with oilseed rape honey. When I’m going
to bottle it, I warm it up gently till it’s liquid, then carry
on the process of bottling as normal.

WTB And do you have any problem with taking bees
home and getting them in the kitchen?

I use the warming cabinet all the time when I’m
bottling. Then honey goes through the sieves easily.
When the honey is jarred I put the jars of honey back
into the warming cabinet to get the air bubbles to rise.

JC Often do we take one or two. That’s just as one of
those things. There are so many other hives around
here that bees have a good chance of finding other
hives. A bigger problem is keeping the locals out when
we’re extracting!

WTB In the BBKA literature for module exams, you
read that the honey should be warmed to 49 degrees
and then up to 60 degrees, which is way above hive
temperatures. Is that what you do?

WTB Where do you extract in your house?
JC in the kitchen, which has been checked by the Food
Standards people.

JC No, I tend to keep it lower than that. I just feel it
works for me.
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WTB Do you just jar one bucket at a time?

* Honey ripener. WTB I learn a new word each month
chatting to John. A honey ripener sounds full of
promise. Is it a device to, in the words of the legal
honey description, ripen and mature honey? A device
to get the moisture content down below 18%? No, not
at all. That would be almost devious and there’s no
place for that in small-scale honey production!

JC We extract from one apiary site at a time, and we
keep them separate. People want to know which
apiary a honey is from and when it was taken.
WTB Do you put the apiary location on the label?
JC No, we can work it out though by lot numbers. We
would need several different labels as we have five
different apiary sites.

No, a honey ripener is what many of us call a settling
bucket. Probably the term should be more properly
applied to a tall tank where there is more distance
from the bottom to the surface of the honey, and more
effective settling can take place.

WTB Anything else on extracting come to mind?
JC Extracting does take time. Give it the time it needs.
Clear up as you go. Don’t try too much at once. For me
five or six supers is the maximum for one day.
Remember, you don’t want to be too tired to clear up
afterwards! An electric motor on your extractor makes
life a LOT easier!

If you pay a lot for such a thing, you’ll want a fancy
name for it. But for the rest of us, it’s a food-grade
bucket where we hope that the honey will settle
downwards and the air settle upwards.
That settles it!

WTB Great. Many thanks John.

MBKA news and events
Have you ever thought that you’d like to be able to sell
your honey as ‘Award-winning’? Read on to see how to
do this!
Medway BKA Honey Show will take place at Elm Court
Garden Centre on Saturday 4th and Sunday 5th
September.
This is a wonderful opportunity to have some friendly
competition for our trophies and showcase the huge
range of honey and hive products we all produce. Being
in the Garden Centre gives us a steady stream of
visitors who stop to look, chat, learn more about bees
and often buy a jar of honey or a candle or two.
If this is to work and show us at our best, we need your
entries!

The MBKA tee-shirt on display at the 2019 Honey Show

Lastly please send me your entry form before
26th August. Thank you.

So please have a look at the schedule and see which
classes you can enter. I know the weather has not been
kind this year but even if you don’t have any honey
perhaps you could enter the photography class or one
of the cake classes.

Sue Chapman (Honey Show Secretary)
[Susan.Chapman@care4free.net]
PS We will need help to set up the show on Friday 3rd
September in the late afternoon and on Saturday and
Sunday to staff the show and sales table. All offers of
help gratefully received!

Next sit down with a cuppa and read the rules (boring I
know but it does need to be done). Then if you have
any queries, or need standard 1lb squat jars, or would
like to borrow one of the MBKA frame cases to use in
class 6 or7 please get in touch.

[WTB Did you spot the note for your diary there at the
end?]
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It contains lots of interesting information and is a kind
of social history document in itself, even down to the
archaic design of the booklet – though I doubt the
authors will think of it like that!
Apart from the classes for hive products – honey, wax,
mead etc – there are also classes for design, and for
photography, microscopy, videos and essays. There’s
even a class for a Poem about bees or beekeeping, and
one for a Branch newsletter. Do you think MBKA should
enter that last one?!

MBKA Website and Facebook

Note that the entry date for classes for essays, videos
etc is 6 September 2021.

Don’t forget that there’s loads of information about
our association on our website (committee members,
so many things that being in an association bring,
events, though sadly not many of them just now) and
on our Facebook page.
Paul Lawrence and Sonia Belsey are the people to
contact about these. Email addresses at the end.

National Honey Show (NHS)
There is another honey show that you might be
interested in, and it takes place in the month after ours
in Esher, Surrey. You can download the schedule from
the Home page.

[Photo of MBKA Honey Show 2019: Sue Chapman]

Extracting honey: hygiene
Mel Henbest, one of our members, is well-placed to tell
us what it means to produce honey with appropriate
regard to hygiene.

honey from your own bees, then it’s considered to be
primary production, and you don’t need to register.
The only time you’d need to register would be if you’re
acting as a cooperative – processing honey from
several beekeepers.

WHATSTHEBUZZ Tell me about your job.
MEL HENBEST I’m an environmental health officer. I
inspect commercial food premises for food hygiene.
You may have seen the coloured stickers on the doors,
known as Scores On The Doors or the food hygiene
rating system. That’s zero to five, five being the best
and zero being Enter at your peril! We award those as
part of our hygiene inspection.

WTB I’ve heard that some of our members have food
hygiene certificates. Can you tell us about these?
MH Food hygiene certificates, or training: Level 1 is
really just awareness training while Level 2 is what
you’d expect caterers to have. Beekeepers might wish
to do these certificates, though it’s not a legal
requirement.

WTB I think some members of our association have
been registered as food producers.

WTB Can you do the courses and exams online?

MH A typical high street business or people preparing
food at home for sale as a regular activity will have to
register as a food business with their local authority.

MH Back in the day it used to be classroom based, but
now it’s moved more online especially since COVID.
You can pick up courses for as little as £10-15 and you
can do them in a few hours. I would say the quality
varies quite a bit; those by the Chartered Institute of

But beekeepers are classed as primary producers akin
to farmers; as long as you’re processing your own
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Environmental Health, or Royal Society for Public
Health are accredited courses, so you be a bit more
confident in what you’re buying.

MH It’s best to put the honey through the extractor
and into your filtration buckets as soon as possible,
keeping lids on things so that you don’t have bees or
other flying insects falling into the honey. They should
be removed through filtration, but after filtration and
before you jar is a risky time; you don’t want foreign
objects falling in at that stage where you might not see
them once they’re in the jar.

WTB Would you recommend that small-scale honey
producers get these certificates?
MH It certainly wouldn’t hurt. It’s probably something
to do in the winter when you’re doing your general
husbandry bits and bobs ready for the new season. It’s
not essential but it wouldn’t be time wasted.

WTB What about a jar cleaning routine?
MH The jars that you buy appear clean but they’re not
sterile. You can either heat the jars in the oven to kill
off any bacteria, or put them through the dishwasher
on a hot cycle, and allow them to air dry. And, of
course, as soon as they’re filled, get the lids on so that
you don’t risk anything falling in.

WTB Can you remind us of some of the things we need
to be aware of producing honey in our own kitchens.
MH If you’re selling food, it has to be safe to eat and
the onus falls on you to make sure that it is. Honey is
considered to be a low-risk food, but when you’re
preparing your kitchen for extraction you do want to
make sure that you set up a clean environment. All
surfaces including the floor should be cleaned. Pets,
their bowls and their beds should be removed; have a
good look around for any pet hair that might be lurking
about. Be sure to have a clean environment to store
the supers as you’re extracting them, then keep them
off the floor once they’ve been extracted. Wear clean
personal protective clothing such as an apron or an
overall. And washing hands – the very basic things!

I tend to put something washable over the floor like a
clean sheet. I have the super set up in the kitchen on
the worktop with the extracting tray next to it. Then I
have another tray sitting on the floor where the empty
super goes where I will put the frames after extraction.
So nothing touches the floor directly. And even though
I washed the buckets before storing them last year, I
rewash them before decanting the new honey into
them.
WTB That’s great. Thanks Mel.

WTB What about after extraction?

Getting to know you: this month, Derrick Stevens
and Mick Hare
A series in which WHATSTHEBUZZ chats with one of its
members about beekeeping and life in general. This
month, WHATSTHEBUZZ visited Derrick (Del) Stevens
and Mick Hare who now run Sheppey Honey Producers.

welcoming – even though at that stage there was no
thought of writing a piece for WHATSTHEBUZZ!

As fellow members of the swarm phone rota, Mick
Hare and I have had a couple of phone chats, and,
never one to pass an opportunity by, I asked Mick if I
could accompany him on his inspections some day. A
day was arranged and I turned up at 9.00am at
Sheppey Honey Producers premises in the grounds of
the HM Prison near Eastchurch.
Not knowing anything of the background of Sheppey
Honey Producers, I was quite unprepared for the size
of the operation. Mick and Del were open and

The shop, the accompanying buildings, and the apiary
sites are the creation of the late Terry Clare. Mick and
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Del now continue the work of the bee farm and run
and maintain the premises.

Back in the shop, a customer wanted to buy some
honey. And someone else wanted to ask a question
about bees. Del cannot resist the chance to give full
answers which somehow only lead to other questions.
So, 45 minutes later, he finally rejoined us.

First things first – a cup of tea in the honey extraction
room. Although there is a centrifuge extractor, Del
explained that their preference is to use one of their
honey melters for honey production. They had
harvested a spring crop and the number of their
colonies had grown from around 30 coming out of
winter to around 70, spread over several sites. Because
much of their comb is recycled, they have a large
steamer for wax and a modified tar melter (outside) for
boiling frames for reuse.
The main space in the shop has a couple of benches for
wood work, and room to display a few exotic hives: an
observation hive and one made as fine furniture – with,
I imagine, a low tolerance for rain!

A customer for honey, and another with some questions –
who received very full answers!

Honey jarring is done in a separate room. For me, the
pièce de résistance is their honey bucket tilting
platform, designed and built by Mick and/or Del.
What’s special is that this tilter automatically increases
the amount of tilt as the bucket gets lighter! Neat!

Outside, I saw the storage sheds, and facing them,
some skips to die for. How so, I hear you ask! Well, I
like to look in skips but never find anything that hasn’t
come out of old kitchens and bathrooms. These
Sheppey skips had yielded some serious equipment!
Mick showed me some of his hive stands which used
very sturdy ex-skip ladders for the horizontal support.
The apiary sites at Sheppey are spacious, with a large
pond dug by Terry for the bees water supply. Just off
the field was the bee-house. It had about 7 colonies. I
listened to Del talk about the advantages of being able
to inspect bees in bad weather, and tried not to think
too hard about sharing a small room with the
thousands of bees which must emerge during
inspections!

In the jarring room, with the unique honey bucket tilter.

After a couple of hours with SHP team, the rain
became torrential. I’d been hoping that I’d be able to
see some bees, and watch the inspections. But that will
have to wait for another day.

In the same building is a room which has been
earmarked as a teaching room. Terry used to run the
education programme for MBKA so Sheppey Honey has
hopes that it might be able to run courses for
beekeepers some time in the future.

I’m glad to have the excuse to go back!
Photos: A McLellan

We’ll never know
…whether to leave or remove the attendant bees
which come with a postal queen.

of us can afford to lose an expensive postal queen just
in the name of acquiring experience, though, sadly,
that matter is not always ours to decide. Dan
Basterfield (Advanced Beekeeping Courses) says it’s
fine to leave the attendants. ‘They act like
ambassadors for the new queen, encouraging

The question arises because it’s not the easiest thing to
remove the attendants without losing the queen. That
kind of dexterity CAN be acquired with practice and
experience but what do you do in the meantime! None
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acceptance’, he says. Duncan Simmons in the July issue
of BeeCraft, says to remove them!

writes about a ‘report in American Bee Journal
indicating that the presence of attendants significantly
increases the acceptance time for an introduced
queen. In some cases the presence of attendants
resulted in the colony showing aggression for longer
than it took for the bees to eat through the candy plug
… that’s not going to end well for the queen.’

Probably, there is a slight weighting in favour of those
who advise removal, but those who counter that view,
do so with authority and experience.
David Evans, in last week’s blog, says he removes them
because he’s paranoid about viruses as his day job
revolves around them. But he does uncover one piece
of research in this very under-researched topic. He

Thankfully he (Evans) goes on to describe a reasonably
safe way to remove the attendants.

The past few days with the swarm phone…
Jen Ferry describes what happened.
This week, I have the swarm phone. I enjoy having the
phone, and I get to talk to lots of the public and visit
parts of Medway that I may not have been to before
when out collecting swarms. I also have the
opportunity to chat with the other beekeepers who,
like me, will go out and collect swarms. It is very
pleasant collecting the swarms from lovely gardens and
either giving them away or increasing my own stock.

The final of the four calls in just 48 hours, was the most
distressing. A young mum on returning from the school
run saw bees moving in and out of an air brick. The
lounge was full of both dead and flying bees and while
she and I were on the phone, her autistic child, the
oldest of her three children, was running round the
house screaming at his siblings to mind the bees. Mark
agreed to talk to her and see if anything could be done
to help the situation.

However, this week it has been challenging. In addition
to the swarms that were reachable (and the one that
wasn’t) and the bumble bee nests that we would
prefer to leave undisturbed, there have been several
call from householders who have had swarms of honey
bees that have made ingress into their houses.

When teaching on the Introduction to Beekeeping
course, we spend a long time talking about swarm
prevention, swarm control and the responsibilities that
go with being a beekeeper.
I know that some of these swarms may have come
from feral colonies, and some possibly from nonmembers, but my plea to you all is to remember that
swarming isn’t over. Please ensure you check your
colonies regularly and that you employ all methods you
can to prevent and control swarms, including clipping
queens. The consequence of not doing so may be much
distress and financial hardship for innocent members
of the public. I fully appreciate that putting a bee suit
on in the heat is also a risk, but please do so as soon as
the temperature drops.

The first call was for bees that had moved in under the
eaves of a two-storey house, and the builders who
were working on the roof did not want to continue
their work. As we couldn’t retrieve them a pest
controller was called to deal with them.
The second was a swarm of bees who had entered an
extractor fan. The external vent was above window
height and the bees were not accessible. Because they
were entering the lady’s kitchen, she and her children
had moved out of the house. She could not pay for
building works to remove the extractor and again a
pest controller was called.

There are many pleasures and benefits involved with
the keeping of bees. This is just a gentle reminder to
never forget that there are responsibilities that go with
this hobby too.

The third swarm was in a chimney. The householder
could not afford a pest controller or building works to
remove them, so they were going to light a fire during
this heat wave, with possibly flammable wax in the
flue, to try and drive them out.

Jen Ferry
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‘I hope you realise how lucky you are!’

So speaks Esther, my wife, just to check that I don’t
take for granted the good luck that has come my way
recently.

He had many hives in various locations there already.
There was to be just one rule: in swarming season, we
were to assume that all swarms were his.

I started in 2018 with two hives in my garden, new to
beekeeping and new to Kent. Friends in the association
warned me that garden hives must always come with a
Plan B.

This farm, or orchard, is about 25 acres, and the owner
planted it over 30 years ago. It has never been run
commercially, and people sometimes come to harvest
the cherries, plums and apples. The grass between the
strips is mostly wild flowers, and the cutting is done in
July when the first summer flowers are over.

I had no idea where to look, or who to speak to. Where
would Plan B come from? But you do speak to people,
and things happen, and soon your beekeeping has
taken you along routes that you didn’t know existed.

In addition to my own colonies in the orchard, I am also
caring for the owner’s hives. I’ve had to rethink my
routine for inspections now that I have three times the
number of colonies to check on.

At the end of last season, I had an out apiary in a field
at Ranscombe Nature Reserve and hives in my own and
others’ gardens. But the most recent development was
the most unexpected of all.

It is totally engaging and fascinating, and yes, some of
the colonies can be seriously defensive. But there are
also some real gems, colonies which have traits that
you really do want to preserve – which is why I’m part
of our association’s queen-rearing group.

It began early this year when Esther and I, walking the
dog, saw a sign on a tree which asked us to be sure to
pick up our dog poo. Nothing unusual in that, except
that this sign was in private land, just off a public
footpath. We decided this was an indication that the
land wasn’t really that private. So we left the footpath
and found ourselves in a large orchard. It was
immediately apparent that this place was beautiful all
year round. We met one other dogwalker, felt relaxed
to hear a central Scotland accent, and at the end of our
walk, came across the owner. He was completely
relaxed about me bringing some hives into the orchard.

I’ve been checking all my hives for varroa mites every
few weeks but, going by debris on the boards under
the open mesh floors, there are none! Once I take off
the honey supers, I’ll vape the hives with oxalic acid as
an ‘accelerator’ (cf Randy Newman) to see if there is a
drop of dead mites. Until then, the idea of not needing
to do a late summer mite treatment seems too good to
be true. Although… it might have something to do with
brood breaks caused by all that swarming!
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Next season, I’ll be doing my best to control swarming.
However, making that number of splits creates a
frighteningly high number of colonies! So it’s just as
well that splits aren’t the only option. The hives are
standard nationals, so Demareeing them (to be done
early!) doesn’t create quite the dizzily high tower that I
get with my 12x14s.

So, to my wife, yes, I do realise how lucky I am, and I’m
grateful. But to our newer members especially, be
prepared to be surprised. Keep your eyes and ears
open, talk to people, become associate members of
other beekeeping associations, and – with any luck –
watch events unfold before you!
Photo: A McLellan
Archie McLellan

Extracting honey: uncapping
I remember a conversation at BeeChat (4th Wednesday
of the month, The Pier pub, Upnor, in normal times) in
which I asked about using a hair drier or hot-air gun for
decapping honey prior to extracting it in a centrifuge
extractor – rather than a knife with a fairly long blade.
Sheila was clear – dramatic, even – about the mess it
makes. So I’ve never tried it. Why ask a question if
you’re not going to heed the answer?

underneath the surface of
the comb expands and pops
the cappings out.
This air sits just below the
capping – but not always.
Sometimes there’s no air.
Those of you who have
produced cut-comb honey
or sections (so-called) will
be aware that the cappings
are sometimes white (‘dry
cappings’) and sometimes
dark (‘wet cappings’). The
latter make comb honey
more difficult to sell simply because the comb doesn’t
look so attractive. The honey is just as good, though.

However, I’ve recently come across this video from a
celebrated German beekeeper (Dr Pia Aumeier).
There’s no translation of her commentary but you
don’t need one. (The German for bee is ‘biene’!)

And the difference between white and dark, or wet
and dry cappings, is the presence of air. Or not. You
can use a hot-air gun very effectively (and messily) to
de-cap honey with white cappings, but it doesn’t work
with wet cappings.
There’s a lovely moment in the video at 3.48 when Pia
draws a smiley face on the comb, pressing down on it,
and so removing the air underneath. It isn’t visible –
but suddenly becomes so when she draws the gun over
the comb, and the smiley face appears, invisible inklike, as these wet cappings remain in place.

You’ll notice that she has covered the walls and floor in
plastic sheeting in preparation for the wax cappings
spattering all over the place!
It’s important to know how removing cappings works
with a hot-air gun. What happens is that the air

[Photos: screenshot YouTube, and E McLellan]

Who would have thought it?
You may know that there is a queen-rearing group in
our association. The group is no more than a WhatsApp
group now that the formal Zoom meetings are over.

However, it is very friendly and hugely supportive –
and great fun!
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David Evans (The Apiarist) gave a Zoom talk in our
winter series on queen-rearing and stressed that one
of the best reasons for small-scale beekeepers to rear
their own queens was that it was such fun.

catching and marking (never mind clipping) queens.
Stories of death – for no good reason! No obvious
injury inflicted, just the queen rolling over and… dying.
Well, it turns out, maybe she didn’t die. Maybe she
only got Myotonia congenita.

In fact, though, our level of success has been variable
at best. Few of us realised our dreams, at least partially
because of the daunting weather conditions in April
and May. So when I say that our group is great fun, I’m
referring simply to the sociableness of the group on
Zoom and WhatsApp.

The main symptom is similar to fainting and can
famously be seen with goats. (I believe there are lots of
videos on YouTube but I’ve not gone there, nor do I
intend to.)
And it seems that honey bee queens can go in for this
lark too. I immediately wondered if it was a defence
mechanism. I once saw a squirrel fall out of a tree, and
land just a few feet from one of our cats. The squirrel
seemed to be dead and the cat, realising that the
options for play were somewhat restricted, took no
more interest. When the cat was gone, the squirrel got
up and sauntered off.

[If you’re reading this and thinking you missed out,
make a mental note to take part next season!]
Queen rearing does involve manipulations named after
legendary beekeepers like Millar, Morris, and Cloake,
but these only relate to the process of getting queens
to raise cells. [I hear you ask, ‘what’s the problem?’ I
guess you too had lots of queen cells in your hives in
May this year!]

No, this is not what’s going on with queens passing out.
It is apparently just like fainting, and if the catatonic
queen is left alone, or gently deposited back into the
hive on top of a frame, she will recover and lead a long
and happy life.

In some ways, the more challenging part of queen
rearing is what happens after your bees have drawn
and sealed queen cells. Their work is now over. What
you have to do is provide an environment where the
virgin queens can emerge, mature, go on mating
flights, return, and start laying.

The important bit, of course, is that you don’t assume
your queen has died and put her in the bin!

And at this point, you will want to mark and possibly
clip your new, mated and laying queen.

A couple of weeks ago, David Evans wrote an
entertaining and edifying piece on this topic and his
own recent experience of it. Well worth a read!

And, also at this point, we did hear some horror stories
from some of our group about things going wrong with

The Beekeeper’s Checklist: a pot-luck series on
almost any beekeeping topic
Sometimes you don’t need to read an article. Glancing down a list of bullet points is all that’s needed to bring things
back to mind. This month’s topic:

The basic tools for an inspection
You will have many things in your kit/tool bag but as you leave the car it’s likely that you’ll be carrying these three
things:
• way of keeping records
• a smoker
• a bucket with hive tools in soda
RECORD-KEEPING
• on paper, or a phone app, or a voice-recorder
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• gradually refine what you need to record; it is by recording the things that matter to you that you form a picture
of the life of a colony
• the main categories are:
o Room: for bees, brood and stores
o Brood: eggs show that a laying queen was in the hive no more than three days ago; emerging brood will make
demands on stores and room;
o Is the colony building up well? Always count seams of bees and frames of brood, and compare week by week.
o Queen cells: swarm, supersedure, or emergency. If more than one, swarming is a possibility.
o Health and disease: including regular/frequent monitoring for varroa
o Stores: pollen (food for brood) in the brood box, and nectar and honey in any box.
o Queen improvement: note temper of bees, and more detailed traits if appropriate
SMOKER
• easier and quicker to light if the half-burnt fuel from the previous session is retained
• tilt the smoker on its side so that the fuel rests on one side; the fuel must be lit from the bottom
• a kitchen butane torch works well
• a metal box with an airtight lid (such as an ammo box) is a safe way to quickly extinguish a smoker without
emptying it; the smoker lies on its back in the box
• heat-resistant grease protects against the
lid jamming
HIVE TOOLS AND SODA BUCKET
• use a large bucket – like a 10L emulsion
paint container
• some video guides describe two basic
kinds of hive tool: the J tool, and the
perpendicular blade tool.

Choose the first or the second – or get the third and
forget about the other two!

• the solution to having to choose one or
the other is to buy both. Or neither. This one here is a combi version of the two.

• Keep a queen excluder scraper in your soda bucket, and a wide wallpaper stripper for quickly removing the debris
from a varroa board.
• A stainless steel pot scourer is good for quickly removing propolis and cleaning hive tools between each hive
inspection.
• How much soda? Throw in the whole packet and use it till you can’t bear it any longer.

MBKA apiaries
Hives 1, 2, 4 and 6 have supers on and one super from
hive 2 has already been extracted (16 lb), bottled and
sold at the Kent County Fayre at Detling.

City Way – July 2021
Covid-19 is still preventing apiary meetings taking
place, although weekly hive inspections are being
carried out under social distancing.

Hive 3 has a 2021 (white) queen but no sign of eggs
yet. We may need to put a test frame of eggs/larvae in
or alternatively unite with hive 2.

We have 6 hives in various state of development.
2 hives are on standard National brood (H2 and H3), 3
hives are on 14 x 12 brood (H1, H4 and H5) and 1 hive
(H6) is on 14 x 12 WBC.

Hive 5 probably has a virgin queen. This hive will not be
inspected for a couple of weeks to let the queen mate
without interruption.
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The results of the weekly inspections can be viewed in
the members area of the website.

It is hoped that we can get a work party together to
clean up the site in August.

We hope to be removing supers later this month. The
honey will be available for members to purchase,
either to extracting or in 20 lb tubs. Contact me for
availability and prices.

It will be a general external clean up. Picking up debris
– wood, metal and glass, and strimming/cutting the
grass.
Later this month John Chapman and I are hoping to
meet John Myatt, the tenant farmer of this land to
discuss the water supply and the access track. John
Myatt has offered to spread hardcore/crushed
concrete if we provide it.

There is the possibility that we may be able to have
meetings later in the summer to carry out hive
inspections. This is primarily to give those members
who have not had the opportunity to handle bees
some practical experience.

When we’ve tidied the site, we’ll start work on the
perimeter fence and hedge, and the demolition of the
second garage.

The Pavilion Apiary – July 2021
Nothing much to report this month. Covid-19 is still
curtailing the apiary clean up and internal work to the
Pavilion.

Mark Ballard, Apiary Manager

What did you do in the apiary last week?
Do write and tell us about what’s going on in your
beekeeping please. It might be just an abbreviated
account in a couple of sentences – a bit like your colony
records – or something a little more detailed. Thanks to
all those who wrote in for this issue.

brood box. I am still providing some syrup as they have
yet to build up any reserves. I am hopeful of having a
good size colony by the end of the season.
On the downside, I also noticed that I had a small
infestation of wax moth in some super frames in
storage. In previous years these supers would have
been in use. It’s a messy job separating and stripping
out the foundation for destruction. I was able to save
the frames which were cleansed and scorched ready
for new foundation. Ruined two pairs of marigolds and
made an almighty mess in the garage.

From Derek Forbes Last week in the apiary I took a
friend through a mock Basic Exam in his apiary. There
were two others there too. One asked about the part
of the exam which requires you to collect 30 bees in a
container.
I gave him a matchbox and asked him to pick up some
bees and put them inside. All three present were
wearing welders gauntlets (or so they looked!) and
thought I was mad to be wearing nitrile gloves.

From Thomas Berrisford My Apiary is based on Curly’s
Farm on the Isle of Sheppey. Curly’s Farm is a
Children’s charity teaching vulnerable children, adults
and families, farming skills. Please see
curlyslegacy.co.uk.

There is a quick and easy method of collecting 30 bees.
Use a toilet roll core and wrap the top of a small plastic
bag around it. Hold it on top of the frames or at the
entrance. The bees will walk towards the light. When
you have enough, close the bag and put it in the deep
freezer. The usual use for 30 bees is to do a microscope
test for Acarine or Nosema.

I’m currently teaching a group of adults practical
beekeeping skills. We have conducted regular
inspections throughout this year starting in April and
have marked our new queens. We have also managed
to collect some swarms, and continue to raise these, so
they will be nice and strong for the autumn and winter.
We have approx 12 hives to work with. This weekend
we extracted some honey. As you can see we are
managing to practise most aspects of keeping bees and
everybody is enjoying the experience. We have also
managed to make up frames when the weather has

From Elaine Laight My own apiary is very small (one
colony) as I lost my bees in spring. My new colony is a
very small swarm or cast that I collected about 3 weeks
ago. The colony was only about two frames of bees.
This week, I saw that the queen was laying well and
was able to increase the frames from 5 to 7 in the
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been inclement and like to sit around and discuss bees
with a cup of tea or coffee and a piece of cake.

active around the hive and were bringing in lots of grey
(bramble?) pollen.

Curly’s Farm is open to the public. You can book online
through the website. All money raised from the
beekeeping courses and sale of honey goes directly to
the Charity. Maybe in the future Medway Beekeepers
would like to assist some of the children with obtaining
their qualifications.

This might not be a big deal for a lot of the MBKA
members but I am a second year beekeeper and it is
the first time I have made a split. I am so happy that it
appears to have been successful.

From Carson Holmes I would love to be able to
contribute to this section but since I last spoke to you I
have lost both my hives – despite buying a new queen.
I will now have to wait till next spring to restock my
hives.
From Chris Farrell It’s been a very exciting week. At the
beginning of June, I made an artificial swarm by
splitting my one and only hive (an Omlet Beehaus). The

The bees in my other hive, the Beehaus, are a strong
colony but they have not been keen to go into the
supers. So several weeks ago I took one of the Manley
super frames out and placed it in the brood chamber. I
returned it to the super when most of the foundation
had been drawn out. It seems to have worked because
the bees are now drawing out the remaining super
frames and starting to fill some with nectar.

bees were put in a 14x12 nuc and transferred to a site
some miles away. At 4.30am on Wednesday, I proudly
secured the nuc with its now mated and laying queen
and drove to a friend’s garden where I had placed a
brand new 14x12 wooden hive. I transferred the
frames to the hive and gave them some light syrup. I
checked on them two days later and they were very

Words
From time to time, Rusty Burlew (probably the mostprolific and most-read blogger about bees on the
planet) writes an article or posts a blog on how we
misuse words in beekeeping terminology. I can’t find
her latest outpouring on the subject – perhaps I read it
in American Bee Journal rather than on her website –
but it struck me that we, at least in MBKA, are nothing
like as bad as the people Rusty has in mind.

We generally say hive for a box, and colony for the
bees themselves; we use swarm and cluster at the right
times; we know that queen cells come in three
different forms and don’t casually label what we find as
swarm cells unless we’re pretty sure what we’re
looking at.
Maybe we’re a bit less precise about hatching and
emerging (eggs hatch, adults emerge) but no-one’s
perfect. At least I don’t hear people talking about
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eclosing (a word that covers both hatching and
emerging) – that would be just showing off.

If you insist on using the word nucleus, you really need
to say the full thing: nucleus box or nucleus colony.

And when MBKA people, along with almost everyone
else in this green and pleasant land, talk about a nuc,
they mean a nucleus colony of bees. If they were
describing an empty poly container they would say nuc
box/hive.

What about the plurals of Latin words?
In my opinion, if it feels like an English word, use the
English form of plural. So, forums, and syllabuses, not
fora and syllabi. Anything to do with biology still feels
like Latin, so larvae and corbiculae. (By the way, I
studied Latin and Greek for 6 years at school; I certainly
don’t have anything against the classics.)

So when I read in some articles or exam syllabuses the
words nucleus and nuclei, I feel like saying, what planet
have you come from?

So what about nuclei? I think you should say nucleus
boxes, or nucleus colonies. But if push came to shove,
I’d say nucleuses!

A nucleus is defined as the central and most important
part of something. Something, note, not specifically a
colony of bees.

Book review
• cold, wet, cloudy days

The Beekeepers’ Handbook, 5th edition, Dianna
Sammataro and Alphonse Avitabile. First published in
1978, the 5th edition appeared in 2021.

• hot humid days
• strong winds
• early or late in the day

A complete book about beekeeping is often regarded
as a beginners’ guide, an introduction, containing all
the information you need to get started.

• poor handling resulting in crushing bees
• jarring or bumping
hive parts

This book is a very comprehensive book about
beekeeping, and it won’t do beginners any harm to
plough through it.

• disease or mite
infestation
• not using smoke

But it is really a handbook about beekeeping for all,
veterans included – at least those who still have an
enquiring mind!

• removing honey
during a dearth

Rather than outline the contents, I thought I’d just give
a little hint of what it says about the causes of
feistiness – or ‘bees with an irritable disposition’.

• queenlessness

• pungent lotions or
perfumes
• laying workers

• queen temperament, passed on to her offspring

Admittedly, the first item on this list blames the queen
fair and square – but there are other reasons too, and
it’s possible you won’t have to requeen that colony
that has given you such a hard time recently.

• effect of pesticides
• absence of nectar flow
• impending thunderstorm

Trivia
Did you manage to observe No-Mow-May? How did
you feel about your lawn when you were free to cut it
again in June?

through their own No-Mow-June and are still plodding
away with a No-Mow-July!
I have to say that I can only dream of that kind of
discipline and stick-ability. It was all over for me at the
end of May – with one difference. I cut the grass on the

Some of our family have shown remarkable
determination and resolution. They kept things going
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highest setting on the mower, and it hasn’t been lower
than that since.

When my father cut the grass, we could rake it all into
a haystack and roll about on and in it. What fun! What
hay fever!

The funny thing is that it doesn’t reduce the frequency
that you cut your grass. It’s just much longer. AND
GREENER! I know we’ve had a lot of rain, but there’s no
better way to keep your grass green than to mow it
long.

I used to take pleasure in a green, fertile, weed-free
lawn – though I never applied any weed-killer, just
fertiliser. Esther has given me a new way of thinking
about perfect lawns. They are like topiary, she says.
Both have a place in a certain kind of garden, and
should be seen as something unusual, although
perhaps not as comical as animal topiary.

We’ve got quite a lot of flowers in the ‘lawn’ too. I tend
to lift the mower when going over the clover.
It’s all a little reminiscent of my childhood in the fifties.

I took this picture on 19 July 2021. It is one of the hives I took over the care of a few weeks ago. All 22 faces of the
frames were filled with brood, mostly sealed – even the faces against the outer walls. The colony is already bursting
with bees. How is this population expansion going to be accommodated – and fed? Probably a 12x14 hive or double
brood would have been more appropriate for such a prolific queen. I’m wondering if this huge build-up is coming a bit
late, as the foraging season will soon be winding down. The bees which emerge in the next 7-10 days will not become
foragers till mid-August. So the timing is not great. It’s highly likely the colony swarmed about 6-8 weeks ago and have
built up since then. Better late than never! There is some, but not a lot of honey in the supers. Perhaps they consume
much of what they gather just now.
Any thoughts/comments to WHATSTHEBUZZ please. Also, if you have any expertise with hive photography from a
phone, please tell us: 1. how to unlock your phone when the touch-screen is covered with bees and constantly
activated by their touch. 2. how to shoot videos without the bees on the screen stopping videos after just one second.
There is one video here – and my difficulties with my phone are apparent!
Archie McLellan
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Handy Hints
Propolis on hands We’re used to using soda crystals to remove propolis from hive tools, nuc boxes, and other places
where this unwelcome sticky stuff inveigles its way in. You can use it on plastic gloves during hive inspections if you
have a particularly propolissy colony. (Yes, it is a trait, and requeening might be needed.)
Bare hands beekeepers sometimes use 80% alcohol hand sanitiser for cleaning off propolis. (Thank you Beekeeping
Forum!) A quick spray and wipe with kitchen towel is very effective.
You might want to use it if you get sticky hands during honey extraction –
though John Chapman recommends gardeners’ soap!
Under-floor board for Nuc boxes Do you vape/sublimate your colonies with
oxalic acid? Blocking off gaps is reasonably easy with a varroa board under a
hive – but what do you do with a nuc?
This solution works with Maisemore nucs – but maybe can be adapted for
other makes too.
Cut a little groove inside the feet of the nuc box with an ordinary wood saw,
to make a slot to slide in a piece of Correx (4mm corrugated plastic) that
you’ve cut to size. You can use this to make a varroa board to monitor your
nuc colonies for mites, or to seal off the floor for vaping.
Don’t make the Correx a tight fit under the nuc box, though, or all the debris,
including varroa corpses, will be wiped off the board when you withdraw it.
Sadly this means that you won’t get such a tight fit for vaping. So,
compromise. Nothing’s perfect.

Quiz
Instead of a quiz this month, a puzzle photo:
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A few seconds before this picture was taken, these
bees were clustered on brace comb that had just been
removed from their hive and placed on the roof of the
next-door hive. When they were shaken off and the
comb removed, they gathered themselves and started
fanning.

Why do they do this? They’re not thermo-regulating,
and they’re not indicating the whereabouts of the
queen.
Send your thoughts/comments to WHATSTHEBUZZ –
archie.mclellan@medwaybeekeepers.co.uk
Photo: A McLellan

Comments
TO POST A COMMENT, PLEASE EMAIL WHATSTHEBUZZ.
Was there anything that caught your attention in this
issue? Perhaps you read something that you’d not
thought of before, or saw something that didn’t feel
right to you. If so, do please write a sentence or two for
this Comments section. Items from readers are always
good to hear.

From Sue Chartier I liked the term ‘volunteer’ for a
plant not growing in its correct place, usually termed
weed, in John Chapman’s ‘From our chairman.’ A more
respectful name than weed, I may adopt that.
From Steve Batchelar There is no one specific thing
about the Newsletter that I enjoy, it is the variety of
information on offer.

From Neil Byhurst Always enjoy reading your
newsletters, great content. Keep It up, and when I have
something worthwhile to report, I will send you some
details. Let’s hope we can get together at some point
soon.

The articles about the Myths that have sprung up are
fascinating. Reminiscent of Old Wives Tales.
The ‘meet and greet’ articles are eye opening. I have
enough trouble keeping a full time job at the moment
without trying to look after x-number of hives.

From Melvyn Belsey I was just wondering if there is
any news about new apiary and club house. I’ve not
heard of any developments taking place yet.

And I do like the humour. Unless everything is written
with total seriousness and I’m reading it wrong!

Contact details
Chair John Chapman, john.chapman@medwaybeekeepers.co.uk
Website manager Paul Lawrence, paul.lawrence@medwaybeekeepers.co.uk
Social media Sonia Belsey, sonia.belsey@medwaybeekeepers.co.uk
Apiary Manager Mark Ballard apiary@medwaybeekeepers.co.uk
Newsletter Archie McLellan, archie.mclellan@medwaybeekeepers.co.uk
Please send items for the newsletter by 18th of each month for inclusion in the next issue. And if you’d like to comment
on anything in or about this issue, please call or email me.
Archie McLellan, newsletter compiler
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